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Three decades ago, before I became a moral 

theologian, I worked my way through college as 

a correctional officer at a maximum security jail. 

One of the few duties that I actually enjoyed 

was guarding inmates who had been admitted 

into a nearby hospital due to injury or serious 

illness. Because I usually worked the night shift 

so I could attend classes during the daytime, I 

was regularly assigned to the inmate’s hospital 

room, where I would sit for eight dark hours. I 

also talked with the inmate when he was awake, 

got to know the nurses and other staff, and 

sometimes did some reading for school. Of 

course, I had to be alert, too. I was in uniform—

badge and all—and I was armed with a .38 

caliber revolver. After all, some inmates were 

violent felons who posed a serious risk in the 

hospital. Other inmates had accomplices who 

might try to help them escape in this less secure 

setting. Also, a few inmates had enemies who 

might try to harm them there. It was up to me 

to protect not only the staff but also the inmate. 

I was reminded of that period from my life 

when I read a New York Times article, “When 

the Hospital Fires the Bullet,” which explores a 

debate currently underway about whether armed 

hospital guards increase safety or instead pose 

more danger for patients.1 The article begins 

with an incident that occurred at the St. Joseph 

Medical Center in Houston, Texas. A 26-year-

old student, Alan Pean, had bumped into 

several vehicles while parking at the hospital for 

treatment of possible bipolar disorder. With 

minor injuries, he was kept overnight for 

observation, although no psychiatrist saw him. 
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After he sang and danced naked in his room, 

and now and then into the hall, he refused to let 

two nurses fasten a gown on him. One of the 

nurses summoned security, and two off-duty 

Houston police officers, moonlighting as 

hospital security guards, entered the room. 

According to the article, there was an 

altercation, and the officers “shocked Mr. Pean 

with a Taser, fired a bullet into his chest, then 

handcuffed him.” Pean, “who survived the 

wound just millimeters from his heart,” later 

reflected, “I thought of the hospital as a beacon, 

a safe haven…. I can’t quite believe that I ended 

up shot.” 

 

His experience is not as uncommon as we might 

assume. The article highlights several other 

similar shootings by hospital security officers of 

patients with mental health problems in the 

U.S. during the past year. And this coincides 

with a current trend wherein hospitals in this 

country are increasingly arming guards with 

firearms and Tasers. For Catholic health care 

institutions, which trace their roots to the 

Prince of Peace, the use of force—especially 

deadly force—should be carefully addressed in 

light of Catholic teaching on legitimate defense. 

 

Of course, as the article notes, a hospital can be 

a very dangerous place—and not only for 

patients but also for the health care professionals 

who are serving them. I worry about the safety 

of my spouse, who is a nurse on the neuro floor 

in a SSM hospital and has encountered some 

perilous patients under her care. According to 

the International Association for Healthcare 

Security and Safety, between 2012 and 2014, 

health care institutions reported a 40 percent 

increase in violent crime, with more than 10,000 

incidents directed at employees.2 From patients 

who are under the influence of illegal drugs to 

those who are angry about their treatment by a 

doctor or a nurse, there are a number of 

“motivations” for threatening behavior in a 

hospital. 

 

In response, 52 percent of medical centers 

reported in 2014 that their security personnel 

are armed with handguns, and 47 percent 

reported that theirs carry Tasers—numbers that 

are more than double from only three years 

earlier.3 Many guards have law enforcement or 

military experience. 

 

Yet, a number of hospitals are reluctant to arm 

their security guards. As one hospital security 

administrator put it, “Tasers and guns send a 

bad message in a health care facility.”4 After all, 

hospitals, as Pean suggested, should be a 

sanctuary where caring and healing are primary 

for patients. This is especially so for Catholic 

health care institutions, such as SSM Health, 
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which emphasizes in its mission “the sacredness 

and dignity of each person” and “the healing 

presence of God” in its health care services.5  

 

To be sure, there is definitely a need for security 

in health care settings today. However, such 

security should always be guided by the 

overarching purpose of health care rather than 

the now-dominant “military” model of law 

enforcement in the U.S. that views the gun 

central to its identity, an approach that is “us-

versus-them” and more likely to resort to the use 

of lethal force.6 Indeed, just as health care 

professionals should always treat the patient as 

person, so too should health care security strive 

to deal with the patient-who-is-a-perpetrator as 

a person.7 For Catholics and their health care 

institutions, the personhood of anyone, 

including those who pose a threat, intentionally 

or not, must be respected. One never loses one’s 

dignity, not even a murderer, as image of God.8 

This is the fundamental basis for Catholic 

teaching on “legitimate defense” or, as more 

recently labeled, the “responsibility to protect.”9 

 

This ethic of protecting others goes hand in 

hand with an ethic of service. These are, I think, 

fused in the Catholic virtue of solidarity, which 

Pope John Paul II described as “a firm and 

persevering determination to commit oneself to 

the common good; that is to say to the good of all 

and of each individual, because we are all really 

responsible for all.”10 We are, contrary to Cain’s 

attempt to say otherwise, our “brother’s 

keeper”—indeed, Pope Francis adds that we are 

our sister’s and our mother’s—that is the 

earth’s—keeper, too. We “have a shared 

responsibility for others and the world.”11 Ours 

is a “vocation to be protectors of God’s 

handiwork,” which includes people and planet. 

But the means of protection should be 

congruent with the God-given sanctity of the 

other, human or otherwise. 

 

Of course, many Catholics believe that only 

nonviolent methods are consistent with their 

faith, and they are affirmed as a “legitimate 

witness to the gravity of the physical and moral 

risks of recourse to violence, with all its 

destruction and death”—as long as these 

pacifists are not passive, but are making use of 

nonviolent means for protecting the lives and 

human rights of others.12 Otherwise, non-

pacifist Catholics may use force—as military 

personnel, police or correctional officers, or even 

as private citizens in cases of self-defense or 

defense of others when no police are readily 

available—but such force, especially lethal force, 

requires “rigorous consideration.”13 While the 

Catechism makes this point in connection with 

military force, I think it applies to any uses of 

armed force. And it means that there are strict 
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guidelines governing when and how armed force 

is used. 

 

In view of this, Catholic hospitals should do all 

that they can to make sure every feasible means 

for providing security without resorting to 

firearms have been explored and exhausted. In 

some other countries, for instance, firearms and 

lethal force are rare with the police, who 

subscribe to more of a community-based model 

of law enforcement, one that a prominent 

criminal justice ethicist, John Kleinig, refers to 

as the “social peacekeeper” model.14 In this 

approach to protecting others, there continues 

to be concern about the person who poses the 

threat—that person is not an “enemy” but a 

fellow human being and citizen. 

 

Security personnel should therefore receive 

sufficient training to listen, to see what is really 

happening, to be able to talk persuasively with 

the threatening person, to employ de-escalation 

techniques and the like, if possible, before more 

coercive means such as hand-holds or pepper 

spray are tried. In law enforcement, this is often 

referred to as a use-of-force continuum, wherein 

the proportionate amount of force is to be 

determined and applied given the 

circumstances. Perhaps more training could be 

done with regard to martial arts techniques, 

especially those of the “softer” martial arts such 

as aikido which channel a threat’s energy rather 

than strike against him or her.15 Thus, lethal 

force is truly a last resort if ever used at all. As 

Kleinig states, “there is a presumption against 

the use of force” and, especially, deadly force.16 

And, to be honest, I am not convinced at this 

time that hospital security personnel should 

normally carry guns. 

 

But in the rare case that deadly force may be 

necessary, even then it is to be regretted. It 

should pass what Catholic bioethicist Charles 

Camosy calls, in connection with another issue, 

the “pissed test”—would the security officer and 

hospital staff be upset if the patient/perpetrator 

survived the force used against him or her?17 

This echoes how Saint Thomas Aquinas used 

what we now call the principle of double effect 

to justify and govern the use of lethal force in 

self-defense.18 He taught that one’s intent is not 

to kill the attacker, even though the defender 

foresees that her defensive action will likely kill 

him. The intent is to protect one’s life, and the 

likely death of the attacker is a secondary effect, 

with the means used being the proportionate 

way to do so.  One of my teachers, Richard A. 

McCormick, S.J., linked this “theory of self-

defense” with what he called “a theory of 

tolerable indirect killing.”19 This may sound like 

academic hairsplitting, but this is taught even to 
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some police and, personally, it has meant a lot 

to me. 

 

When I first became an ethics professor some 

years ago, on the side I taught ethics at a nearby 

police academy. Given my background, the 

police department there also invited me to serve 

as a reserve police officer in my spare time. 

During the use of force training, cadets were 

taught that their intent should not be to kill, but 

to incapacitate the threat. Although they must 

shoot “center mass,” which seems like they 

“shoot to kill,” it is done in this framing of it in 

order to increase the likelihood of stopping the 

suspect and to decrease the likelihood of 

harming innocent bystanders (i.e., avoiding 

“collateral damage,” which is why, contrary to 

TV and the movies, police do not fire warning 

shots in populated areas or aim to shoot a 

person’s hand or leg). For me, I hoped I would 

never have to shoot someone, but if I had to do 

so, I truly would have wished otherwise for the 

sake of the perpetrator. 

 

Using force, any level of force, does something 

not only to the person it is used against, but also 

to the person using it. For their sake, too, 

security personnel in Catholic health care 

institutions should have education and training 

consistent with our tradition’s teachings 

regarding serving and protecting our neighbor, 

including the neighbor who threatens another 

neighbor.  
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I have previously argued that, based on some 

of Pius XII’s speeches, a simple application of 

the principle of totality is insufficient to argue 

that sex reassignment surgery (SRS) for 

gender dysphoria is intrinsically evil.1 Here I 

provide more insight on the principle of 

totality from Pius XII as it applies to plastic 

surgery, and I clarify my previous conclusion.  

I also reply to responses to my previous article 

by E. Christian Brugger and John Brehany.   

 

More Insight from Pius XII 

 

While speaking to the Italian Society of 

Plastic Surgery, Pope Pius XII discussed how 

Christian ethics and anthropology might view 

surgical intervention for aesthetic or 

restorative purposes rather than curative.2 

Granted this is in the context of plastic 

surgery and not SRS, but some of Pius’ 

comments are quite telling of his thoughts on 

surgical intervention done to benefit the 

patient in a way that is not physiological. 

According to Pius, Christian morality holds 

that physical beauty is “a good, but a physical 

one, ordered to the whole person and, like 

other goods of the same category, is 

susceptible to abuse.”3 He gives the example of 

someone who asks for plastic surgery to 

perfect their physical features even though 

they do not have any major imperfections or 

injuries because they “already conform to the 

rules of normal aesthetics.”4 Pius says that 

such surgery “is in itself neither good, nor evil, 

but only the circumstances…will give the 

moral significance of good or bad, licit or 

illicit.”5 In these cases, Pius says the primary 

circumstances to consider are “that the  
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intention is right, that the general health of 

the patient be protected by the considerable 

risk, [and] that the motives are reasonable and 

proportionate to the ‘extraordinary means’ to 

which one must resort.”6 

 

Pius goes on to say that in some 

circumstances, plastic surgery is not merely 

justified but strongly advised. For example, 

“Some deformities, or even merely 

imperfections, are prone to psychological 

disturbances in the patient, or become an 

obstacle to social and familial relations, or 

impediment — especially in people dedicated 

to the public or artistic life — to the conduct 

of their business.”7 Sometimes physical 

deformities can even lead to feelings of 

inferiority which “take root and establish 

themselves in complexes which can also lead 

to profound anomalies of character and 

behavior, to the point of psychosis, and 

sometimes (God forbid) crime and suicide.”8 

Helping people with such situations involves 

much more than a plastic surgeon, including 

friends, family, psychologists, priests, and 

others.  Yet if the plastic surgeon is involved, 

Pius says that such a procedure is not done 

simply for medical reasons but also for  

 

 

“spiritual motive[s], suggested by the charity 

of Christ.”9   

 

In a different speech to the Collegium 

Internationale Neuro-Psycho-

Pharmacologicum, Pius says that “man has the 

right to use his body and his higher faculties, 

but not to use them as master and lord, 

because he received them from God his 

Creator.”10 Yet someone who “mutilates or 

destroys a part of himself, because it is 

necessary for the good of the whole 

organism…does not impose on Divine rights” 

as long as he “acts to safeguard a higher good, 

to preserve life, for example.”11 Yet, Pius also 

says that just as individual organs are 

subordinate to the organism and its final end, 

so “the organism is subordinate to the spiritual 

end of the person itself.”12 Any damage to 

organs or bodily functions caused by physical 

or psychological medical interventions may be 

licit if “they are aligned with the good of the 

person and do not transgress the limits posed 

by the Creator on the right of man to dispose 

of himself.”13 
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“The Whole Person” 

 

In both of these speeches, Pius again touches 

on that idea of “the whole person” in reference 

to the principle of totality, which I have 

discussed previously. It seems that, for Pius, 

the reason for justifying physical surgical 

alteration is not limited to physiological 

benefit.  Rather, they also include other higher 

goods, such as the good of the whole person, 

especially the spiritual ends of the human 

person. This is particularly evident in his 

discussion of plastic surgery performed to 

relieve the psychological implications of a 

physical defect, or even merely a physical 

imperfection.   

 

Fr. Scaria Kanniyakonil provides a brief 

summary of theologians who have found this 

concept within the principle of totality, what 

he calls an “integrated concept of the principle 

of totality.”14 Arthur Vermeersch, Bert 

Cunningham, and Gerald Kelly are among 

those who he identifies as holding this view. 

In fact, Kelly clearly agrees with this 

interpretation of Pius XII.15 To be clear, 

Kanniyakonil also names many theologians 

who disagree with this integrated concept and 

prefer what he calls a “physicalist concept of 

the principle of totality”, yet the concept 

remains.   

 

In fact, the idea that surgical interventions can 

be justified for non-physical purposes is also  

found in the distinction between 

proportionate and disproportionate means.  

Gerald Kelly, Charles McFadden, and others 

argue that some treatments might be 

proportionate due to the patient’s 

responsibility to the common good or spiritual 

welfare.16 For example, amputating a 

gangrenous limb might be disproportionate 

for a patient and thus not morally obligatory.  

However, if that patient had not been to 

confession in ten years and is competent 

enough to confess, she might be morally 

obliged to undergo the surgery so she can 

survive long enough until a priest can arrive to 

hear her confession. The non-physiological 

good of her spiritual welfare justifies the 

intervention. Similarly, a king might be 

obliged to undergo such a procedure if his 

death would plunge the kingdom into civil 

war due to the lack of an heir, or perhaps a 

president whose vice president is uniquely 

unqualified to lead the country. The 

physiological benefits of these surgeries are 

not the primary reason for their justification, 

rather the non-physiological benefits are. 
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Ultimately, the question of whether the 

principle of totality can only justify physical 

surgical alterations for physiological benefit, or 

also includes higher goods like the good of the 

whole person, is not tied to gender dysphoria 

and SRS.17 Thus, even though this 

understanding of the principle of totality has 

implications for SRS, one can consistently 

hold this view while still holding SRS to be 

morally unjust by intention or even in its very 

object. 

 

Implications for SRS 

 

With this view of the principle of totality, and 

with Pius’ understanding that I describe in the 

previous article, it is clear that an overly 

simplistic rejection of SRS as a violation of the 

principle of totality because it either (1) 

involves the surgical alteration of tissue that is 

not pathological, or (2) results in sterilization, 

is insufficient.  SRS might be unjustified based 

on other arguments or for other reasons, but by 

themselves these two arguments are insufficient.   

 

It might then appear that the integrated 

concept of totality could justify some forms of 

SRS in some circumstances if empirical 

research substantiates the view that gender  

 

dysphoria is caused by some physiological 

defect or anomaly in embryological 

development. One might then be able to argue 

that the principle of totality could justify some 

form of SRS in some circumstances.  Pius’ 

mention of the risk of suicide due to psychoses 

that stem from physical deformities is 

especially poignant given the rates of attempted 

suicide among patients with gender dysphoria.  

One study found that 41 percent will attempt 

suicide over their lifetime.18 Another found 

that to be 31 percent.19 Even those who have 

undergone SRS still have a rate that is 4.9 

times higher than the general population.20 

These numbers are extremely high considering 

the rate is 2.7 percent in the general 

population.21   

 

However, even an integrated concept of totality 

is insufficient, by itself, to justify SRS, 

regardless of the empirical data.  While the 

question of what constitutes “the good of the 

whole person” certainly differs for each 

individual, the general answer lies not in 

totality or empirical data, but in metaphysics 

and anthropology.  Thus, to justify SRS solely 

by the principle of totality would be circular.  

The integrated concept of totality might allow 

for such a justification depending on the  
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empirical data, but only if a justifying context can 

be found in metaphysics and anthropology.  I am 

not confident that such a context can be found, 

but exploring how these fields apply to SRS is 

outside the scope of this article.  I leave that to 

others to do. 

 

Reply to Brugger and Brehany 

 

In response to my previous article, E. Christian 

Brugger notes that I did not acknowledge “that 

changing our biological sex is impossible”, nor 

did I consider special obligations of those with 

gender dysphoria who might have 

responsibilities to spouses or children.22 This 

was intentional. As I noted, as “even a cursory 

review of gender dysphoria itself and its origins 

are outside the scope of this article.”23 I agree 

with him that these questions are relevant, but 

addressing them was not the point of the 

previous article or this one.  The articles’ scope 

is intentionally very narrow surrounding the 

principle of totality (especially as expressed by 

Pope Pius XII) to SRS for gender dysphoria. 

 

More to the point, Brugger in part begs the 

question when he says, “to participate in SRS 

following the assumptions about sex and 

gender held today by secular culture would be  

 

intrinsically evil.”24 This assumption, that it is 

intrinsically evil, is one of the issues in 

question.  He goes on to provide an answer to 

the relevant question, viz., can one ever 

participate in SRS without following these 

cultural assumptions?  Is it possible to justify 

SRS while not agreeing with the tenets of 

gender theory that seem at odds with 

traditional Catholic anthropology and 

metaphysics?  Given Pope Francis’ recent 

comments warning against gender theory, this 

is an especially poignant question.25 Answering 

it is, again, outside the scope of this article.  

Yet I would again point out that the answers lie 

in metaphysics and anthropology, not in the 

principle of totality. 

 

In this issue, John Brehany responds to my 

previous article.26 He points out that Pius says 

“in order to apply [the principle of totality] 

correctly, one must always explain certain 

presuppositions first…The answer to these 

questions cannot ever be inferred from the 

principle of totality itself.”27 For SRS, Brehany 

says that these questions (and answers) are 

primarily metaphysical, and I completely agree. 

The primary conversation that is needed is in 

metaphysics and anthropology, and only 

secondarily in totality. The same applies to  
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Brehany’s comments that, for Pius, natural law 

is necessary to provide context to the principle 

of totality. 

 

Brehany also disagrees with my interpretation 

of Pius XII’s phrase “good of his being as a 

whole.” Brehany argues that a full reading of 

Pius XII’s comments undermines my claim that 

this phrase can be understood in a non-

physiological sense. The unofficial English 

translation that Brehany cites reads as follows:  

the patient can allow individual 

parts to be destroyed or 

mutilated when and to the 

extent necessary for the good of 

his being as a whole. He may do 

so to ensure his being's existence 

and to avoid or, naturally, to 

repair serious and lasting 

damage which cannot otherwise 

be avoided or repaired. 

 

Brehany argues that the second sentence is Pius 

XII’s explanation of what he means by the 

phrase “good of his being as a whole.”  Based 

solely on how this text reads, I agree with 

Brehany that the second sentence could be a 

clarification of that phrase.  I hesitate to base 

an argument solely on translation, but this  

 

phrase is vital to the discussion and the 

unofficial English version that Brehany cites  

takes liberties with the translation that alter the 

meaning of the text.   

 

The official text from the Vatican is in French, 

which is the original language of the speech.  It 

does not lend itself to Brehany’s interpretation, 

and it reads as follows: 

il peut disposer des parties 

individuelles pour les détruire ou les 

mutiler, lorsque et dans la mesure où 

c'est nécessaire pour le bien de l'être 

dans son ensemble, pour assurer son 

existence, ou pour éviter, et 

naturellement pour réparer des 

dommages graves et durables, qui ne 

pourraient être autrement ni écartés ni 

réparés. 

 

In the original French, there is no second 

sentence but rather a comma.  Moreover, Pius 

repeatedly uses the word “pour”, meaning “for”, 

before “the good of his being as a whole”, “to 

ensure his existence”, and “to avoid, and, 

naturally, to repair grave and lasting damage.”  

These two factors, the comma and the repeated 

use of “pour”, mean that “good of his being as a 

whole” is simply the first in a list of reasons  
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why a patient “may use individual parts, destroy 

them or mutilate them.”  The only other 

official translation of this address is in Spanish, 

which conveys the exact same meaning as the 

original French.28   

 

Despite the fact that Brehany’s reading of the 

unofficial English translation is reasonable, it 

seems more reasonable to me to defer to the 

official French translation since Pope Pius XII 

originally gave the speech in French and since 

it reads similarly to the only other official 

translation, which is in Spanish.  Thus, 

Brehany’s claim, that Pius provides an 

explanation of “good of his being as a whole” 

immediately after saying it, cannot be 

supported.  Therefore, my original suggestion, 

that this phrase could be understood to refer to 

non-physiological goods or the good of the 

whole person, is a reasonable interpretation of 

Pius’ teaching.  Pius also discusses this on 

several other occasions, some of which I 

mention above.  Thus, this interpretation of 

Pius’ phrase “the good of his being as a whole” 

is not merely proof texting.  Granted that Pius 

is not explicit, it seems legitimate to say the 

phrase is an acknowledgement of our 

obligation to care for the whole person.   

 

 

A Clarification 

 

I believe some clarifications of my previous 

article, and this one, are warranted.  First, I do 

not intend to suggest anything contrary to 

Church teaching.  Rather, I wish to think 

with the Church as she works to apply the 

metaphysical, anthropological, and moral 

insights of our faith to the empirical data and 

scientific understanding regarding the etiology 

of and treatments for gender dysphoria.  

Should the magisterium determine that this is 

not in accord with Church teaching, especially 

that the principle of totality can justify 

physical surgical alteration for non-physical 

goods including the good of a person’s being 

as a whole, then I will faithfully submit and 

withdraw the argument. 

 

Second, in my previous article, I did not make 

a definitive argument that SRS is justified or 

that it is unjustified.  Rather, I argued that a 

simplistic application of the principle of 

totality to SRS is insufficient to claim it is 

unjustified.  While I did previously conclude 

that SRS is not inherently unjustified (or 

intrinsically evil), that conclusion was limited 

to the context of the principle of totality.  If 

other concepts are in play, especially  
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metaphysical and anthropological ones, SRS 

could be argued to be inherently wrong, by 

intention or in its object, regardless of the 

circumstances.  I do not make a definitive 

argument about SRS in this article either.  

Rather, I show how the principle of totality, as 

understood to include the good of the whole 

person and not just a physiological benefit, 

might justify some forms of SRS if the 

metaphysical, anthropological, and scientific 

pieces fall into place.  

 

Finally, and hopefully the above discussion has 

made this clear, my aim is to push the 

conversation towards metaphysics and 

anthropology.  This is where applicable 

theological insights remain to be had; for 

example, Bedford and Eberl provide just such 

metaphysical analysis, while Mayer and 

McHugh provide a social, biological, and 

anthropological critique.29 Combined with 

empirical evidence regarding the efficacy of 

treatment for gender dysphoria, these fields 

create a context and framework in which the 

principle of totality can work, just as Brehany 

points out.  Only within this context does the 

principle of totality make sense, especially the 

integrated concept of totality.  Hopefully such 

a discussion will lead to definitive answers to 

whether or not SRS is inherently wrong, or if 

some portions of SRS may be licitly done in 

some circumstances, as Brugger suggests. 
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Becket Gremmels’ recent article exploring 

whether sex reassignment surgery (SRS) can be 

justified in the Catholic moral tradition 

demonstrated cognizance of recent clinical and 

ethical literature, a cautious tone, and a helpful 

focus on the thought of Pope Pius XII.1 

Gremmels suggests that he made progress in 

showing that SRS can be morally justified in 

terms of at least one, and perhaps two, of Pope 

Pius XII’s three criteria for justifiable 

mutilation.2 However, I believe that a careful 

reading of the breadth and depth of Pope Pius 

XII’s teachings3 calls into question Gremmels’ 

method of interpretation and perception of 

progress. I will briefly note the two criteria upon 

which Gremmels bases his arguments and 

conclusions before outlining my arguments. My 

comments apply to SRS for transgender persons 

(individuals who choose to identify as the 

gender opposite their biological sex) and not on 

surgery for those with intersex conditions.4 

 

Pius XII’s first criterion for justifiable mutilation 

is that “the continued presence or functioning of 

a particular organ within the whole organism is 

causing serious danger or constitutes a menace 

to it.”5 Gremmels correctly observes that, based 

on Pius XII’s words and example (bilateral 

orchiectomy for prostate cancer), an organ, 

including a reproductive organ, may be 

justifiably removed, even if it is not diseased, so 

long as it contributes to a serious pathology. 

Based on this criterion and example, Gremmels 

concludes, “it appears that SRS could be 

justified from a Catholic moral perspective.”6 

 

Pius XII’s third criterion is that “one must be 

reasonably certain that the negative effect, that 

is the mutilation and its consequences, will be 
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compensated for by the positive effect . . .” 

Gremmels initially expresses doubts that this 

criterion could be satisfied given the substantial 

harms to the body caused by SRS (mutilation 

and sterilization). However, he goes on to cite 

another comment of Pius XII as a possible 

avenue for justifying SRS: “[B]y virtue of the 

principle of totality . . . the patient can allow 

individual parts to be destroyed or mutilated 

when and to the extent necessary for the good of 

his being as a whole” (emphasis added).7  This 

key phrase, Gremmels suggests, implies that 

considerations beyond the good of the physical 

body (including psychological, social, and 

spiritual dimensions) may be taken into account 

in justifying SRS. In addition, Gremmels seems 

to suggest that “being as a whole” could 

encompass the good of a person whose soul 

could be discordant with the identity of his or 

her body due to some material defect.  

 

Again, while Gremmels’ conclusions are 

expressed with some caution, I contend that a 

careful reading of the entirety of Pius XII’s 

comments about, and careful distinctions and 

limitations on, applying the principle of totality 

militates against any use of his thought to justify 

SRS. 

 

First, Pius XII required that, when applying the 

principle of totality, the realities at issue be 

precisely defined. “We respect the principle of 

totality in itself but, in order to be able to apply 

it correctly, one must always explain certain 

premises first. The basic premise is that of 

clarifying the ‘quaestio facto,’ the question of 

fact . . . The answers to these questions can 

never be inferred from the principle of totality 

itself. That would be a vicious circle. They must 

be drawn from other facts and other 

knowledge.”8 In the case of bilateral 

orchiectomy, the nature of cancer as a disease 

and the role of the testicles in relation thereto 

were clearly established. The nature of the 

pathology of gender dysphoria and the nature of 

the “cure” of SRS have not been similarly 

established. At issue is not merely the empirical 

efficacy of SRS (a part of Pius XII’s second 

criterion, which Gremmels agrees has not been 

satisfied by SRS to date).9 Rather, what 

arguably cannot be reconciled with the thought 

of Pius XII are the principled claims of 

transgender persons and advocates—namely, 

that a real disjunction can exist between a 

purported sexuality of the mind or soul and the 

clearly established sex of a healthy body, and 

that a cure can be provided by making the body 

conform to the mind. Therefore, Pius XII’s first 

criterion cannot be satisfied by SRS for gender 

dysphoria in the same manner as other 

operations involving justifiable mutilation of the 

body and of reproductive organs. 
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Second, Pius XII’s many magisterial statements 

on science, medicine, and health, including his 

criteria for justifiable mutilation and the 

principle of totality, are based upon the natural 

law. Within this framework, Pope Pius XII 

articulated limits on medical interventions based 

on respect for human nature, for the human 

person, and based upon the nature of the 

behaviors that might be performed or prescribed 

by way of a cure. One expression of these limits 

can be found in Pius XII’s 1952 speech: “The 

patient is bound to the immanent teleology laid 

down by nature . . . limited by natural finality, 

of the faculties and powers of his human nature 

. . . [T]he individual must observe the hierarchy 

of the orders of values—or within a single order 

of values, the hierarchy of particular rights—

insofar as the rules of morality demand.”10 Pius 

XII gives two examples of failure to respect this 

hierarchy and teleology: (1) relieving psychic 

burdens by destroying or damaging the capacity 

for human freedom and (2) overcoming sexual 

repression through immoral sexual behavior. 

Both considerations are applicable to SRS for 

gender dysphoria. First, a “cure” for psychic 

distress that not only significantly mutilates a 

healthy human body but also attempts to 

remake a constitutive dimension of personal 

identity would not respect the immanent 

teleology and hierarchy of values in an 

embodied human person.11 Second, to seek or 

perform “total SRS”—to enable a genotypically 

and phenotypically healthy male to function 

sexually as a female—is neither consistent with 

the thought of Pope Pius XII nor ethical, as 

such a person can never enter into a valid 

marriage. 

 

Third, reading the entirety of Pius XII’s 

comments undermines Gremmels’ suggestion 

that the phrase “the good of his being as a 

whole” might be interpreted to justify SRS. For 

after these words, Pius XII specifies what he 

actually means—“He may do so to ensure his 

being's existence and to avoid or, naturally, to 

repair serious and lasting damage which cannot 

otherwise be avoided or repaired.” These words, 

within the context of a natural law framework, 

argue in favor of Gremmels’ initial assessment 

regarding Pius XII’s third criterion—that 

substantial, destructive, and sterilizing surgery 

could be justified only for the sake of curing a 

fatal pathology, which gender dysphoria is not.12 

 

There are many complex issues to explore in 

establishing effective and ethical responses to 

transgender persons. Such issues are beyond the 

scope of this article. What should be clear is 

that the teachings of Pope Pius XII on the 

principle of totality cannot be employed in a 

preemptory manner to justify SRS for 

transgender persons. In a climate of increasing 
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confusion in which responses to transgender 

persons are being driven more by political and 

ideological factors13 than by sound Christian 

anthropology, theology, and science—Catholic 

health care providers should develop therapeutic 

and pastoral interventions for transgender 

persons which are consistent with the teachings 

of the Church and with the truth of the human 

person. 

 

                                                 
1 Pope Pius XII, Address to Delegates at the 26th 

Congress of Urology, Oct. 8, 1953, in The Human 

Body: Papal Teachings (Boston: St. Paul Editions, 

1960), at 277-81; Address to the First International 

Congress on the Histopathology of the Nervous 

System, Sept. 14, 1952, available at 

http://www.ncbcenter.org/resources/church-

documents-bioethics/pope-pius-xii/ 
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the Treatise,” Theological Studies (1956): 322-23. 
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Guevin, OSB, “Sex Reassignment Surgery for 

Transsexuals: An Ethical Conundrum?,” National 

Catholic Bioethics Quarterly (Winter 2014): 720-22.  
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Pius XII, “Address to the Italian Biological Union 
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Presently there is a moral dilemma facing 

the Catholic Church with regards to 

cryopreserved embryos. The Magisterium 

has clearly held that cryopreservation is 

morally illicit because it violates the human 

dignity proper to all embryos.2 Furthermore, 

Dignitas Personae states, “there seems to be 

no morally licit solution regarding the 

human destiny of the thousands and 

thousands of ‘frozen’ embryos which are and 

remain the subjects of essential rights and 

should therefore be protected by law as 

human persons.”3 This creates a dilemma. 

We acknowledge the moral challenges in 

dealing with cryopreserved embryos but, 

recognizing the dignity of these 

cryopreserved embryos, we must ask: what is 

morally permissible regarding the hundreds 

of thousands of cryopreserved embryos that 

exist today?4  

 

The use of embryos for scientific research 

explicitly violates the dignity of the embryo 

and is therefore not an option I will 
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consider. However, a few alternatives exist 

for cryopreserved embryos that are worth 

examining. One argument is to keep 

embryos frozen until we can bring them to 

term or until the embryos are no longer 

viable, at which point they would be 

discarded.5 A second approach calls for 

ending the frozen state of these embryos 

now, allowing for a natural death.6 One 

further option involves maintaining the 

cryopreserved embryos until they can be 

transferred into the wombs of women, via 

heterologous embryo transfer (henceforth 

referred to as HET), who either adopt the 

child or offer their wombs to carry the child 

to term.7 I will argue that embryo adoption, 

under specific circumstances, can be morally 

permissible but that it could never address 

the vast number of cryopreserved embryos. 

Therefore, the best course of action is to 

allow cryopreserved embryos that do not 

have a reasonable chance of being brought to 

term, to be thawed and allowed the dignity 

of a natural death.  

 

HET and Embryo Adoption 

 

There is a general consensus among 

Catholic moral theologians and ethicists 

that creating, exploiting, and/or destroying 

embryos is morally illicit, but the possibility 

of embryo adoption as a means to save 

cryopreserved embryos remains a highly 

debated topic.8 Couples pursuing embryo 

adoption have laudable intentions and there 

are various arguments cited in favor and 

against the moral permissibility of embryo 

adoption.9 In order to properly assess these 

arguments, it is necessary to briefly examine 

three guiding principles from the Catholic 

tradition, namely, the human dignity of the 

embryo, the marital sexual act, and the 

nexus between said act and procreation. 

These principles are typically cited to argue 

that neither HET nor embryo adoption are 

morally permissible. However, it would 

seem possible to argue that, under specific 

conditions, embryo adoption may be morally 

licit.  

 

Among the three foundational principles 

that provide a moral framework for the 

discussion of embryo adoption in the 

Catholic tradition, the first is the human 

dignity of the embryo and the basic rights 

that originate in its inherent dignity. The 

other two principles come from a particular 

understanding of procreation as the proper 

fruit of marriage between husband and wife, 

and of the fact that the marital sexual act 

and the procreation that may ensue cannot 

be separated. Dignitas Personae explains that 
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medical techniques to treat infertility must 

respect the so-called two fundamental goods 

of marriage: “ a the unity of marriage, which 

means reciprocal respect for the right within 

marriage to become a father or mother only 

together with the other spouse; and b) the 

specifically human values of sexuality which 

require ‘that the procreation of a human 

person be brought about as the fruit of the 

conjugal act specific to the love between 

spouses’.”10 It is from this specific 

understanding of marriage that many 

ethicists argue that embryo adoption is 

morally illicit.  

 

Rev. Tadeusz Pacholczyk of the National 

Catholic Bioethics Center, for example, 

employs the understanding of marriage as 

described in Dignitas Personae to argue that 

embryo adoption violates the procreative act. 

He suggests that the procreative act consists 

not only of the conjugal act, but also of 

fertilization, implantation, pregnancy, and 

birth.11 It is from this view of procreation 

that Pacholczyk argues, “Any attempt to 

become a parent by invoking the procreative 

powers of their bodies outside the specific 

setting of committed marital intimacy 

represents a violation of the gift of their 

mutually committed sexuality and a violation 

of its intrinsic meaning…”12 In other words, 

Pacholczyk argues that, by adopting an 

embryo, the couple would be circumventing 

the procreative act, which is necessary for 

morally licit procreation.  

 

Australian bioethicist Nicholas Tonti-

Filippini contended that the end of HET, 

i.e., the rescue of an embryo, is good but the 

means of impregnating the woman outside 

of her marriage are not.13 In marriage there 

should be the total and free gift of self to the 

other and the fruit of this spousal gift is the 

conceiving of a child. Tonti-Filippini 

claimed that the embryo-transfer procedure 

is an act of infidelity to marriage because the 

transfer introduces a new entity from outside 

the marital union.14 Hence, the child would 

not be a sign of the marital love and self-gift 

to each other. Further, the father has not 

contributed to the conception of the child, 

which means the child relates to the woman 

exclusively.15 In summary, Tonti-Filippini, 

Pacholczyk, and others argue against any 

embryo adoption because it goes against 

procreation occurring only through the 

marital act. Since HET leaves out this act, 

they argue that, in every circumstance, 

embryo adoption is morally illicit.  

 

The church’s teaching on the fundamental 

inviolable goods of marriage is clear. With 
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regards to embryo adoption, however, we 

must ask whether there are any 

circumstances in which it is possible to save 

the life of the human embryo and still 

preserve the fundamental goods of marriage. 

It is important to remember that we are not 

creating embryos in order to implant them - 

as in IVF - but are rather dealing with 

already created human life, suspended in the 

cryopreserved state. It is possible to agree 

with both Tonti-Filippini’s and Pacholczyk’s 

assertion that, ideally, life should be brought 

forth through the marital gift of the spouses 

in the procreative act. But in the case of 

embryonic adoption, life already exists and 

the embryo will most surely die if not 

adopted.  

 

My view is that the adoption of an embryo 

by a married couple would not necessarily 

contradict the marital act or the two goods 

of marriage listed in Dignitas Personae. 

Unlike IVF, the adoption is not a means of 

circumventing the procreative act because 

the human life already exists; therefore it 

cannot be classified as marital infidelity or a 

wrong against the procreative act. 

Theologian William May pointed out, “The 

woman is not choosing to give herself in an 

act of genital union to someone other than 

her spouse, nor is she choosing to engage in 

the conjugal act or in any sexual act. Thus, 

her choice does not violate any relevant 

human good but rather serves to protect and 

nurture the good of human life.”16 If a 

married couple is not restricting the 

possibility of procreation in the marital act 

and is not engaged in morally illicit 

reproductive procedures - such as IVF- then 

it appears that adopting an already existing 

embryo does not violate the marital act.  

 

In Tonti-Filippini’s and Pacholczyk’s 

arguments there appear to be a tendency to 

reduce and restrict the fundamental goods of 

marriage to a purely biological process. We 

know that the fundamental goods of 

marriage also include spiritual, emotional, 

and nurturing aspects. It is for these reasons 

that infertile couples can have a fruitful 

marriage, evidenced in various ways such as 

the adoption of children and/or their special 

care for others in their community or 

extended family. A married couple’s decision 

to adopt an embryo is an intentional ‘yes’ to 

the preservation of the life of the embryo 

and a commitment to nurturing and raising 

a human being. It seems possible to argue 

that, under the right circumstances, a 

couple’s beautiful ‘yes’ to life, i.e., to adopt a 

cryopreserved embryo, fully fits the 

fundamental goods of marriage. Lastly, it 
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would be hard to agree with the argument of 

Tonti-Filippini that, due to the father’s 

exclusion from the process, the child will 

relate only to the woman. This may be the 

case biologically, but certainly not 

relationally. Tonti-Filippini failed to 

account for the importance of the mutual 

‘yes’ pronounced by both spouses to adopt 

this embryo. Because of all the afore-

mentioned reasons, it appears that, at least 

in principle, the adoption of an embryo - 

when done under the correct conditions - 

does not violate the fundamental goods of 

marriage and the marital act.  

 

Charles Robertson from the Center for 

Thomistic Studies at the University of St. 

Thomas in Houston claims that the object 

of embryo transfer is contrary to the order of 

reason, therefore making embryo adoption 

illicit.17 The sum of his argument is that the 

object of embryo transfer is illicit because it 

violates justice by going against “a common 

good, namely, the good of the species” and it 

is contrary to the natural order designed by 

God and, therefore, a refusal to “render to 

God his due.”18 Robertson’s conclusion is 

agreeable within the context of IVF because 

the object of IVF is indeed morally 

impermissible, as he aptly shows; but, with 

regards to his analysis of embryo adoption, it 

seems that he mistakenly believes the object 

to be the same. The object in embryo 

adoption is not embryo transfer as a 

procreative act (intricately connected to 

IVF); rather, the object on embryo adoption 

is to save a human life through the 

performance of a medical act (embryo 

transfer).  

 

Elizabeth B. Rex, adjunct professor of 

bioethics at Holy Apostles College and 

Seminary, offers further clarification when 

she makes the distinction between the IVF 

procedure and the technology used to rescue 

an embryo. She argues, “[Church] 

documents explicitly declare that all 

therapies on the embryo that aid in its 

healing and survival must be considered licit. 

The procedure known as embryo transfer 

unquestionably meets all of these criteria.”19 

In short, the technology used to transfer the 

embryo into the womb is being used to save 

the embryo’s life. It therefore seems possible 

to affirm that the object of embryo transfer 

for embryo adoption is not intrinsically 

immoral. 

Moreover, when the life of the embryo that 

would be saved is taken into account, it is 

possible to see that, in fact – and contrary to 

Robertson’s claim - embryo adoption is a 

demand of justice, that is, it furthers the 
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preservation of the species through the 

saving of the embryo’s life. Furthermore, we 

must ask whether embryo adoption goes 

against the natural order designed by God. 

Given the unique dilemma that 

cryopreserved embryos present for our moral 

analysis, we might be forced to make 

“unorthodox” moral decisions. In other 

words, given the unique circumstances in 

which cryopreserved embryos are found, 

would giving them a chance to live be 

aligned with God’s plan for the natural 

order? The exploration of the previous 

arguments seems to point towards the 

affirmative.  

 

It appears that the “simplest case” from a 

moral perspective would consist of a married 

couple that has the sole intention of giving 

the embryo a chance to live and to grow 

within their family. This married couple 

would have to be fully open to life through 

the natural procreative process. In other 

words, it would appear immoral if they were 

using embryo adoption to replace the natural 

procreative act to which all married couples 

are called. Additionally, if said married 

couple were infertile, their intention would 

have to exclusively be the adoption of the 

embryo and not just to have recourse to 

another type of treatment for infertility. It 

would also need to be ensured that the 

embryo adoption was not promoting IVF 

procedures. A solution to this might be the 

formation of a mediating organization - 

such as a Christian adoption agency - that 

could facilitate embryo adoption while 

ensuring that there were no compromises 

with the IVF industry.20 In addition, as 

Dignitas Personae points out, medical, 

psychological, and legal issues will need to 

be addressed before embryo adoption can be 

deemed permissible from a moral point of 

view.  

 

In summary, it appears that, at least under 

the right conditions, embryo adoption can 

be morally licit. Discussion needs to 

continue and further work needs to be done 

in order to stipulate the right circumstances 

in which cryopreserved embryos can be 

given the chance to live and grow in a loving 

family. But even if embryo adoption may be 

permissible in some cases, it would never 

solve the issue of what to do with the 

hundreds of thousands of cryopreserved 

embryos. What therefore do we do with 

“excess” embryos already in existence? 
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Additional Options for Cryopreserved 

Embryos 

 

Dignitas Personae best summarizes the 

current situation when it states, “All things 

considered, it needs to be recognized that 

the thousands of abandoned embryos 

represent a situation of injustice which in 

fact cannot be resolved.”21 At present, two 

options remain: 1) existing embryos will be 

kept indefinitely in their cryopreserved state 

or until they are no longer viable, at which 

point they will be discarded; or 2) 

cryopreserved embryos will be unfrozen and 

brought back to a viable living state, 

subsequently allowing them to die of a 

natural death.22  

 

Cryopreservation presents unique 

challenges. The process of cryopreservation 

involves placing embryos in a frozen 

anhydrous state, which separates the parts of 

the embryo through a chemical solution.23 

The cryopreserved embryo is not dead 

because it can undergo a thawing procedure 

that allows the life process of the embryo to 

resume. Instead, it is in a state of arrested 

development because, due to the chemical 

solution, there is no integrated or dynamic 

interaction of the parts of the embryo and 

thus, all activity has ceased.24  

After establishing the facts, the following 

questions must be asked: is it in the best 

interest of the human embryo to stay in this 

frozen anhydrous state? Does being frozen 

afford the embryo the greatest human 

dignity? Cryopreservation leaves the embryo 

in an indefinite state between life and death, 

Donum Vitae notes,  

 

“The freezing of embryos, even when 

carried out in order to preserve the 

life of an embryo - cryopreservation - 

constitutes an offence against the 

respect due to human beings by 

exposing them to grave risks of death 

or harm to their physical integrity 

and depriving them, at least 

temporarily, of maternal shelter and 

gestation, thus placing them in a 

situation in which further offences 

and manipulation are possible.”25  

 

There is also the question of intention and 

circumstances behind the act of 

cryopreservation. The most common 

intention for cryogenic storage is to preserve 

the embryos for future use (pregnancy or 

research).26 Even if the intention of this 

storage is to preserve the embryos until an 

opportunity arises for them to be brought 

out of their anhydrous state and placed in an 
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environment that may be conducive to the 

embryo’s development, the circumstances 

bring forth particular problems.27 In most 

cases, the circumstances yield a situation in 

which there is little to no hope for these 

embryos to have an opportunity for growth 

through morally permissible means. It thus 

follows that maintaining cryopreserved 

embryos for an indefinite period of time, 

with no possibility of ever being able to 

continue maturation, is not the solution that 

will afford the embryo the greatest possible 

dignity.  

 

Some scholars, such as William Saunders 

and Jason Eberl, have interpreted Donum 

Vitae as rejecting the thawing of 

cryopreserved embryos in order to allow for 

natural death.28 The Donum Vitae passage 

cited by these authors states, “It is therefore 

not in conformity with the moral law 

deliberately to expose to death human 

embryos obtained 'in vitro'.”29 Patrick Tully, 

assistant professor of philosophy at the 

University of Scranton, points out that 

Saunders and Eberl have taken this Donum 

Vitae passage out of context. Tully rightly 

notes that the focus of this section is on 

embryo destructive research, not on the 

moral dilemma of what to do with already 

frozen embryos.30 Both Donum Vitae and 

Dignitas  Personae acknowledge the 

problematic issues of cryopreservation and 

the lack of clear moral options but neither 

document offers a solution to the dilemma 

presented by cryopreserved embryos. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 

leaves the option of the permissibility of 

natural death open for further investigation.  

 

How do we ethically assess the process of 

thawing embryos and allowing them to die? 

It is important that this thawing process be 

done properly, i.e., in a manner that respects 

the cryopreserved embryos’ dignity and 

rights. This means, for example, that 

scientists need to be conscious that if an 

embryo is set out to thaw from its anhydrous 

state without appropriate care, it will 

actually “explode” during the thawing 

process.31 This action does not respect the 

inherit dignity of the embryo. Further, it is 

important to remember that thawing must 

never involve any intention to directly kill 

the embryo.32 Therefore, Tonti-Filippini’s 

suggestion that, through the proper 

procedures, the embryos be removed from 

their anhydrous state and restored to their 

natural living state seems agreeable.33 
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After being brought back to viability, the 

embryo would be allowed to live for a brief 

period before dying naturally as there would 

be no further morally permissible actions 

that would give it a sustained life. Here it 

seems that the distinction used for end-of-

life decisions between intending the death of 

the patient and allowing a person to die with 

dignity is applicable here. With no viable 

options to continue the embryo’s life, all 

treatment to keep the embryo alive is thus 

suspended and the embryo goes through a 

natural dying process.  

 

It would appear that both of these objects, 

the embryo being brought back to viability 

and the subsequent letting the embryo 

naturally die, are morally permissible. 

Further, the intention behind this action, as 

Tully notes, is “to relieve them 

[cryopreserved embryos] of disproportionate 

burdens and risks; the choice is one that 

seeks to serve their good as best one can 

given the circumstances.”34 From this brief 

analysis I conclude that if the right process is 

followed for embryo thawing and there is 

the correct intention and the right 

circumstances, it would be permissible to 

allow for the natural death of cryopreserved 

embryos.     

 

Safeguarding the Dignity of the 

Cryopreserved Embryo 

 

If we claim human dignity for embryos from 

the moment of conception we must carefully 

examine the course of action that affords 

cryopreserved embryos this dignity. I have 

argued that under the right circumstances 

embryo adoption could be a morally licit 

option, but there are a limited number of 

potential adopting parents. It therefore 

appears that the best practical and morally 

permissible course of action currently 

available is to allow cryopreserved embryos 

to die naturally, with respect for their 

dignity and their rights, which all members 

of the human species should enjoy.35  

 

There are still some unanswered questions.  

For instance, at what point should these 

cryopreserved embryos be brought back to 

their natural living state and allowed a 

natural death? Should the criteria for 

bringing an embryo back to viability be 

when there is seemingly no possibility for 

the embryo to have an opportunity at life? 

For example, for those “leftover” embryos 

that are no longer desired by their parents 

and for which it appears the only other 

permissible option is indefinite 

cryopreservation, the least harmful choice 
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would most likely be natural death. Some 

further questions would be, who has the 

legal right to make a decision for the 

embryo? How involved should 

Catholic/Christian groups be in dealing 

with the fate of cryopreserved embryos? 

 

These and many other questions remain for 

future discussion. However, it is reasonable 

to conclude that currently it is far better for 

cryopreserved embryos to die with dignity 

than to be frozen indefinitely, or worse, be 

manipulated and used for experimentation. 
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Living with Ethical Bewilderment 

 

Moral theologians love certainty.  Nothing is more 

satisfying that being able to develop a new 

distinction that clears up a dilemma, or applying a 

venerable old principle to a new problem.  It’s even 

more satisfying if this principle is something you 

came across in Latin, in an old manual or 

monograph!   

 

Unfortunately ethics often lives in the gray areas of 

uncertainty.   I was recently thinking about the case 

of Jodie and Mary, the conjoined twins born in 

England in 2000.  They could not survive 

conjoined, so any attempt to save one would result 

in the death of the other.  Fr. Brian Johnstone, my 

dissertation director, said that sometimes with cases 

like these moral reasoning can only go so far, then 

we have to invoke the Holy Spirit to lead us beyond 

mere reason.   

 

Other more recent cases present similar if less 

dramatic situations.  Think for example of the mom 

who arrives at the emergency room fourteen weeks 

pregnant.  Her amniotic sac is ruptured and she is at 

risk for chorioamnionitis.  The principle of double 

effect is often used to resolve difficult cases, but it 

doesn’t work too well here.  Indeed, it may lead us 

to wait until signs of an infection before we take 

action.  Yet such a conclusion violates common 

sense since all we are doing is placing the patient at 

greater risk as we wait for the inevitable outcome.   

 

Swiss philosopher Rev. Martin Rhonheimer 

explores similar cases of “vital conflict” in his 

excellent book, Vital Conflicts in Medical Ethics: A 

Virtue Approach to Craniotomy and Tubal Pregnancies.  

He shows the subtlety, complexity and inadequacy 

of the principle.  Speaking of vital conflict and 

double effect in the case of “fallopian gravidity” he 

says,  “One who waits to operate until the fallopian 

tube is seriously pathological and represents an 

immediate danger to the mother’s life – and does so 

only so that the operation becomes an ‘indirect 

killing’ of the embryo – acts in a morally absurd and 

contradictory way.”1 The principle of double effect 

is not as useful as it once was because today we 

know too much about conditions we are dealing 

with.  We can predict complex outcomes so well 

that it is difficult to say that we intend one effect 

but not the other. 

 

Genomics presents us with another set of dilemmas.  

The mapping of the human genome has provided 

us with a previously unimaginable description of 

what it means to be human.  Just as we gradually 

discovered the heart, the circulatory system, the 

ovum, the structure of the brain, we are now able to 

map the tiniest elements of human existence.  Our 

rapidly growing ability to link specific human traits 

– including the propensity to illnesses – to specific 
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genetic markers and treat these illnesses with 

personalized medicine is easily the biggest scientific 

advance since antibiotics.  As I write this, in fact, I 

am listening to a report of a baby created from the 

genetic information of three persons: her mother, 

father and a third person who donated 

mitochondria.  Doctors “cut and pasted” the healthy 

mitochondria into the child’s genetic information to 

eliminate a horrible genetic disease that had killed 

two previous children.  

 

Transgenderism is another new frontier. The 

realization that transgender persons are not 

aberrations of nature but a variant of human 

sexuality resulting from complex prenatal influences 

on the brain fundamentally alters our understanding 

of personhood and human sexuality.  The certainty 

we had about the binary character of human 

sexuality is now in question.  Do we now have three 

or four sexes instead of two? What does this 

significant bit of scientific information mean for 

ethics?  

 

Both of these issues cut close to the bone because 

Catholic moral theology is based largely upon 

natural law – not nature in general, and not the laws 

of nature, but a rational participation in the eternal 

law, in which we gradually discover something of 

God’s plan for us by reasonable reflection on human 

experience.  When we discover something basic 

about human nature as the genome or the fact of 

discrepancy between “brain sex” and “body sex,” our 

understanding of human nature is permanently 

altered. So we must take these medical discoveries 

seriously and pay close attention as their meaning 

unfolds before us.  This means tolerating a lot of 

uncertainty. 

 

“New” natural law theorists, like their neo-

scholastic predecessors, have tried to create a water-

tight set of human goods that cannot be compared 

or balanced.  But I don’t think we can take refuge 

there as long as we allow that God’s revelatory 

activity is not yet complete.  This is the basic 

message of Luke Timothy Johnson’s book, The 

Revelatory Body. Speaking of the central mystery of 

our faith he says, “The incarnation raises to the 

most explicit level possible the conviction implicit in 

creation, prophecy and covenant: the human body 

not only can reveal God, it is the privileged medium 

of divine self-disclosure.” (57)  

 

Academic ethicists can sometimes control their 

worlds so they dwell in the pure realm of principle, 

but those of us in clinical ethics – especially in 

ministerial settings where there is also a need for 

pastoral prudence -- often do not have that luxury.  

Whatever certainty we have at the level of principle 

must be tempered with an awareness that we are 

dealing with finite human beings -- both patients 

and physicians who struggle to understand and 

personally appropriate difficult moral truths.    
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James and Evelyn Whitehead recently wrote an 

article on the transgender experience in which they 

invoke the notion of ethical bewilderment.  They 

describe it as a “distressing and valuable emotion” 

that “disarms us of long-cherished convictions and 

biases.”  Bewilderment – which is both an 

intellectual and spiritual phenomenon – arises from 

the awareness that “much of what we are or can 

aspire to be arises from circumstances beyond our 

control.” It also arises from the fact that we don’t 

know nearly as much as we would like to about 

creation, nor even about human life.  As Rev. James 

Keenan, S.J. of Boston College said, “Nature is a 

complex and unfolding system whose finality, 

development and ways of interacting are grasped 

only partially –but not arbitrarily – by human 

insight.”2   

 

Bewilderment is not where ethicists want to be.  

We’re supposed to know these things, right?   But it 

seems that bewilderment is a necessary step toward 

both spiritual and ethical maturity.  This is why we 

develop the discipline of discernment, which we 

would not need if everything was obvious, or at least 

available to us through logic.  When we discern, we 

start with what we don’t know, and we embrace the 

virtue of humility.    

 

Still, all is not lost.  Bewilderment may be 

uncomfortable at times, but it is also a grace and 

even a virtue. It “corrects the inclination to 

unwarranted certainty, ”3 and it is, as the 

Whiteheads say, a door to God’s extravagance, to 

learning that we are “so fearfully and wonderfully 

made” that we are never fully aware of what God 

has done.   

 

There will always be new questions and new 

information that have to be incorporated into our 

ethical reflection.  But we should accept moments 

of bewilderment confidently because we have a rich 

theological tradition which is packed full of human 

experience enlightened by prayer, study and the 

Spirit’s guidance.  We may not have all the answers, 

but we do have the tools to find them.  

  
1 Vital Conflicts in Medical Ethics: A Virtue Approach to 

Craniotomy and Tubal Pregnancies. Washington, Catholic 

University of America Press (2009) 98 

2 “Transgender Lives: From Bewilderment to God’s 

Extravagance.”  Pastoral Psychology  63(2014): 171-84, at 

172-3. The quote from James Keenan appears on p.173, 

and was taken from his book A History of Catholic Moral 

Theology in the Twentieth Century.  They are using the 

work of Lee H. Yearley, “Ethics of Bewilderment” 

Journal of Religious Ethics 38(2010): 436-460. They note 

the connection between bewilderment and Charles 

Taylor’s writing on enchantment. I was aware of how 

similar bewilderment is to the period of confusion that 

precedes emergence of a new scientific paradigm. This 

was described in the classic work by Thomas Kuhn, The 

Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 

3 Yearly, p. 441.  
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Students from the Saint Louis University School of 

Law Center for Health Law Studies contributed the 

following items to this column. Amy N. Sanders, 

associate director, supervised the contributions of 

Michelle Meloche (J.D. anticipated 2019) and Nicole 

Strombom (J.D./M.H.A. anticipated 2020). 

 

Costs of Zika Among the Many Unknowns of the 

Virus  

 

The Zika virus, which has been linked to 

microcephaly in infants, poses a potential threat to 

the United States, but the federal government has 

not yet addressed funding to address the Zika 

epidemic. Children born with microcephaly will 

need increased medical attention and likely several 

million dollars worth of medical care into adulthood 

The scientific work surrounding Zika faces strict 

regulatory hurdles that will need to be overcome to 

effectively fight Zika. The Zika outbreak is being 

equated to the rubella outbreak in the 1960s, which 

was the last time the United States faced the scare 

of potentially widespread disease with long-term 

health and financial impacts. The World Bank has 

estimated that Zika will cost the world $3.5 billion 

in 2016. The process for vaccine development and 

testing can take more than ten years. If a Zika 

vaccine is not created, federal and local public 

health officials will need to spend their own funds 

to educate individuals about the risk of Zika, 

without truly knowing how the disease spreads. The 

spread of Zika may not be limited to the vector of 

mosquitos. Shannon Muchmore, Modern 

Healthcare, July 20, 2016  

http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/2016072

0/NEWS/160719976 

 

Big Driver of Medicare Spending: Doctors Doing 

More Tests in Their Offices 

 

In recent years, several medical tests and procedures 

have become more readily available due to new 

products that allow doctors to perform the tests in 

their office. Doctors can perform the test or 

procedure immediately instead of having to provide 

a patient a referral. Examples include testing sweat 

response to low-voltage currents to determine nerve 

damage, testing tear saltiness for dry eyes, and 

electro brachytherapy that can be used for either 

breast cancer or skin cancer treatment. The 

increased frequency of these tests and procedures 

has increased costs to the Medicare system. Any 

unexpected spike in the Medicare system, though 

small in comparison to the whole Medicare budget, 

plays a role in increased health care costs. New tests 

can be lucrative for doctors because Medicare sets 

prices based on assumptions of time and costs of 

procedures so new tests often require guess work to 

establish the original price. Therefore, a test that is 

actually simple and cost efficient may have a high 

reimbursement rate in the Medicare system at the 

outset. New tests or products can also be used in a 
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way the Medicare system did not predict. The 

utility rate of the test is observed alongside an 

increased payout from the Medicare system, which 

takes time. Billing codes are eventually reassessed 

and reflect the new technology’s actual 

implementation, time for the procedure, and cost. 

Implementing new technologies can be lifesaving 

and Medicare approval of these tests and procedures 

is a balancing act. Christopher Weaver and Coulter 

Jones, The Wall Street Journal, August 9, 2016  

http://www.wsj.com/articles/big-driver-of-

medicare-spending-doctors-doing-more-tests-in-

their-offices-1470762389 

 

Scores of Students Without Vaccine Proof Sent 

Home on First Day of School  

 

A new statewide law took effect on July 1, 2016 that 

eliminates personal belief exemptions and religious-

belief exemptions for children. Governor Jerry 

Brown signed legislation into law last year that 

makes California the third state to eliminate 

religious and personal belief exemptions for 

vaccinations. The law was sparked by a measles 

outbreak, which steamed from exposure at 

Disneyland.  Throughout California, immunization 

records are checked at kindergarten, seventh grade, 

and when a child transfers schools. At the start of 

this school year several hundred students were sent 

home around the Sacramento area for lacking proof 

of vaccination. Within the first week of school, 

many children who were turned away on the first 

day were able to obtain the needed vaccinations and 

begin attending classes. Immunizations have been 

required in California since 1962 when the polio 

vaccination became required. School districts first 

tracked immunization records, in California, during 

the 1978 school year. Loretta Kalb, The Sacramento 

Bee, August 12, 2016 

http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/education/articl

e95393367.html 

 

Medical Devices Are Finally Marked With Unique 

IDs. Only A Few Hospitals Can Use Them. 

 

The Food and Drug Administration has rolled out 

a new policy for unique medical device identifier 

system to help track down medical devices if 

something goes wrong or if a recall needs to be 

issued. The software-based system will help ensure 

a better standard of care for patients in a medical 

market that constantly sees new products and 

advancements. By 2020, the unique device identifier 

system will be routine for all classes of medical 

devices both on the production and use side. The 

unique device identifiers have been shown to 

prevent procedure delays, lower costs, and increase 

revenues through more efficient management of 

medical device inventories. Manufacturers and 

distributors have embraced the new system, but 

hospitals are scrambling to catch up. Many hospitals 

lack the software necessary to implement the new 
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protocol causing slow adoption of the use of unique 

device identifiers. The CMS has begun 

incorporating unique device identifiers into 

regulations for electronic health record products. 

Customer demand for unique device identifiers will 

likely drive the market to become adopted quickly 

as the system offers improved patient safety. Adam 

Rubenfire and Joseph Conn, Modern Healthcare, 

September 17, 2016 

http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/2016091

7/MAGAZINE/309179999 

 

When Should Children Take Part in Medical 

Decisions? 

 

A new policy statement addressing the issue of 

informed consent by pediatric patients, with a 

companion technical report, was released this 

August by the American Academy of Pediatrics. 

The policy discusses how children as young as seven 

may be capable of expressing informed agreement, 

which leads to the issue of their ability to give 

informed consent, and assent. Moving toward a 

pediatric practice with children being properly 

informed and involved in the medical discussion is 

hoped to “foster the moral growth and development 

of autonomy in young patients.” Dr. Aviva Katz, 

pediatric surgeon and director of the Ethics 

Consultation Service at the Children’s Hospital of 

Pittsburgh, explains that integrating children into 

their own medical decisions and treatments when 

they are young will better prepare them to make 

knowledgable and informed decisions when they are 

of legal age. The policy does not, however, expect 

children to be the sole decision maker in their 

health care; parents and physicians will still give the 

final say in important decisions, such as life-

sustaining treatments and surgeries. The goal of the 

policy is to include children in as much of the 

medical process as possible, so they feel comfortable 

making their own decisions in the future. Perri 

Klass, New York Times, September 20, 2016 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/19/well/family/w

hen-should-children-take-part-in-medical-

decisions.html 

 

The Pill Mill Doctor Who Prescribed Thousands 

of Opioids and Billed Dead Patients 

 

Hussein Awada, convicted of unlawful distribution 

of a controlled substance and conspiring to commit 

health care fraud in December 2012 and sentenced 

to seven years in federal prison last November, has 

agreed to pay $200,000 in settlement for the lawsuit 

accusing him of falsifying records to charge dead 

patients, subjecting patients to unnecessary tests, 

billing for office visits that never happened, and 

other such offenses. Awada wrote prescriptions for 

80,000 doses of Oxycodone, Roxicodone and other 

painkillers to groups of patients recruited by James 

Lyons, a marketer who then bought the pills from 

said patients he recruited, reselling the pills to street 
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drug dealers. U.S. Attorney Lynn Helland states 

“He contributed in a very large way [to Michigan’s 

opiate epidemic] for a period of at least two 

years…he did that as a doctor with a license, who, 

of all people, should have known the impact his 

prescribing was having on a broader community.” 

Disturbingly, once Awada is released from prison, 

he can try to get his license reinstated. He did, 

however, voice his shame during the sentencing 

hearing, saying, “I assume full and complete 

responsibility for my actions. I deeply regret the 

shame I have brought to my family…I apologize for 

the patients who I may have caused harm and who I 

have hurt by these actions.” Attorney General 

Loretta Lynch spoke about the urgency of the 

opioid epidemic. “What we face is not just…a 

public health crisis. We have a moral crisis—a test 

of whether we…can protect our children, our 

friends, our neighbors…from the scourge of 

addiction.” A federal study found that 1 in 3 

American adults were prescribed painkillers by 

medical providers last year. Substance Abuse and 

Mental Health Services Administration stated in 

2015 that “prescription painkillers are more widely 

used than cigarettes, smokeless tobacco or cigars, 

combined.” Kristine Guerra, The Washington Post, 

September 22, 2016 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-

health/wp/2016/09/22/deceitful-pill-mill-doctor-

who-prescribed-thousands-of-opioids-and-billed-

dead-patients-settles-civil-lawsuit/ 

Federal Drug Testing Rules Race to Catch Up to 

Illegal Prescription Drugs 

 

Due to a locomotive accident caused by illegal drug 

use by operators, Congress ordered in 1991 that 

public transportation operators and Coast Guard 

members be drug tested for five critical drugs: 

marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines, natural opiates, 

and PCP. With the significant rise in the addiction 

to prescription painkillers in recent years, the 

federal drug-testing program is currently developing 

a new panel of testing for the common synthetic 

drugs being abused. Of most concern is the 

staggering increase in deaths from illegal use of 

prescription drugs. At the turn of the century, these 

deaths were synonymous with the deaths from 

cocaine at about 4,000. By 2013 these deaths have 

nearly quadrupled for synthetic prescription drugs, 

defining the abuse as an epidemic. Most recently, 

“the largest increase in the rate of drug overdose 

deaths involved synthetic opioids…A record 28,647 

people died from heroin and prescription opioid use 

in 2014,” the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention reports. Because of these devastating 

facts, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health 

Services Administration (SAMHSA) is pushing for 

change in rules as soon as possible. It is projected 

that the transportation workers will be required to 

be tested for illegal prescription drugs by 2017. 

Ashley Halsey III, The Washington Post, September 

19, 2016 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandco

mmuting/federal-drug-testing-rules-race-to-catch-

up-to-illegal-prescription-

drugs/2016/09/19/6980ab1a-7b6f-11e6-ac8e-

cf8e0dd91dc7_story.html 

 

Clinton Just Made a Very Important 

Announcement—and Hardly Anyone is Talking 

About It 

 

On August 29, Hillary Clinton proposed a wide-

ranging mental-health strategy that many find to 

have a substantial chance of becoming law. The 

most pressing issue addressed in Clinton’s 

announcement is treating mental health with the 

same precedence as physical health, first by 

abolishing “old payment systems that shortchanged 

mental-health care and using the federal 

government’s role as a major payer in the health 

industry to encourage integrating mental-health 

care into medical practice.” The plan proposes $5 

billion allocated to community health centers 

offering mental-health and substance abuse 

treatment in addition to traditional medical care. 

Mindful of the shortage of mental-health 

professionals, Clinton encourages telemedicine, and 

other alternatives. The proposal includes expanding 

the budget for basic scientific research, such as 

studying the brain. A significant hurdle in passing 

mental-health reform law is the disagreement over 

the source of funding. Clinton also avoided some of 

the most controversial issues, like requiring seriously 

mentally ill people to get care through so-called 

assisted outpatient treatment. It is thought that 

requiring the treatment would serve those most in 

need, and best use the funding for community 

health centers. Overall, Clinton’s focus on mental 

health is “warranted and welcome” as it is predicted 

to “do some real-world good.” Editorial Board, The 

Washington Post, August 31, 2016 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/clinton-

just-made-a-very-important-announcement--and-

hardly-anyone-is-talking-about-

it/2016/08/31/5379ddfe-6ef5-11e6-9705-

23e51a2f424d_story.html 
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Population health is increasingly important in U.S. health care in light of 
the Affordable Care Act and widespread acceptance of the Triple Aim 
framework from the Institute of Healthcare Improvement that calls for 
improving patient experience, advancing population health and 
reducing the per capita cost of care.

This presentation will explore ways in which the Christian and Jewish 
traditions have framed concerns for the health of individuals and 
populations over time and how these moral resources/insights can guide 
us in 1) navigating the shift from clinical care to population health or 2) 
helping us pair our expertise in clinical care with contemporary needs 
for population health.




